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Welcome to the Gypsy Horse Registry of America, Inc. 
Judges and Breeders Seminar

This seminar is presented to the Members and Judges of the GHRA to promote a mutual 
understanting of the Gypsy Horse Breed.  In this seminar you will learn the history, breed es-
tablishment, breed standard, inspection process as well as some information about showing 
the Gypsy Horse.  This seminar is intended to bring vital information about the Gypsy Horse  

to you.  This information is a useful tool to both Breeders and Judges.  
Thank you for attending and supporting the GHRA.  

It’s thrilling. There’s birth and death and frustration and victory in 
raising horses. It’s like a little microcosm of life is built into the short 

lives of these creatures.....John Phillips
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This is the history of the Gypsy Cob.  
It has been well documented in the 
past by me in numerous articles 
about where the breed originates 
and it is my pleasure to add my part 
to this magazine.
 I have read with some amusement 
over the past few years, some web 
sites who are relatively new to the 
breed (when I say new, I imagine 
acquiring the breed for say 10 years 
or less) that the breed known as the 
gypsy cob is over 300 years old!!  
That would mean that King George 
1st would have seen gypsy Cobs!!  
Umm now there’s a thought...
The fact is unfortunately that they 
are actually a relatively new breed as 
far as breed establishment goes and 
breed for likeness within the dimen-
sions of the breed standard.  Firstly 
to clarify what is a Breed; it is a 
specified type that has been bred for 
by selective breeding for required 
traits.  When bred together two 
gypsy cobs should produce similar 
traits and any throw back to the 
breeds that were used to acquire the 
breed type we see today are unde-
sirable. 
It is true that gypsies have had hors-
es for generations, but remember so 
did everyone else until early 1920’s, 
when the more wealthy could afford 
the automobile, everything was 
horse drawn until then.  It may be a 
good lead into the word vanner, in 
the UK at least, a vanner was used 
for pulling the milk van, butchers 
van, cheese van, and bread van and 
so on...

1920’s Milk Van
1943 Jeffers Bread Van

1918 Butchers Van
They were a typical large cart horse, 
but with cleaner legs and generally 
less bone than the horses found 
working in the fields.  To say to a 
gypsy you have a nice vanner would 
be verging on insult, insinuating he 
had nothing but an ole cart horse. 
So be careful...

The gypsies turned the loss of hors-
es during the war into their favour, 
as many thousands and thousands 
of horses were conscripted for the 
war effort, coloured horses were not 
desired. (you never see a coloured 
horse in the old war archive foot-
age) they stood out too much, so 
in turn the coloured horses were 
favoured by the gypsies as it was 
unlikely they would get their mode 
of transport confiscated.  

1939 Appleby Fair

1950’s Clean Legs

Up until this time, the majority 
of gypsy horses (and I say horses 
because the cob didn’t come into 
its own until 1950’s onwards) were 
usually brown or any other solid 
colour and were there for a specific 
purpose, to pull the living wagon 
and provide transport.

HistoRy of tHe Gypsy HoRse
  by Carol Smettem-Minson

This Magazine is copyrighted by
The Gypsy Horse Registry 

of America, Inc. 2014.
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After the war it became easier to 
travel all the country by lane and so 
the coloured horse was able to be 
specifically bred for a desired look. 
Travelling folk could take advantage 
of the high stepping welsh cob, from 
Wales, the black and grey hardy Fell 
Pony found in Cumbria with its 
bonnie little head and  sure footed-
ness, the Dales pony from York-
shire, similar to the fell but slightly 
thicker and heavier, and to bring 
in the influence of the shire and 
Clydesdale, enabled them to start 
to breed the gypsy cob as we see it 
today, ( I should mention here there 
should be NO FRIESIAN blood in 
the Gypsy Cob) the Gypsy Cob is 
made up of British Native breeds 
and in the Irish Cob some Irish na-
tive breeds also.. The Gypsy Cob as 
we see it today is a very new breed 
as far as the breed originates. Being 
less than 50 or 60 years old, with 
the influence of the British Native 
Breeds and selective breeding gypsy 
bred for black and white cobs, and 
later introduced the heavy feather 
we see today, with the help of the 
shire and Clydesdale. And through 
this selective breeding we now have 
a breed that produces like with like 
and any deterrent from this should 
be erased from any breeding pro-
gramme.

To a travelling man, his cob in the 
shafts, is his wealth, and so to have 
the best Cob at the Fair would 
show off ones wealth.  The gypsies 
are pure horse men, their knowl-
edge is beyond any encyclopedia 
and through this knowledge of 
horse flesh they have bred a breed 
that is hardy, compact, and easy to 
do, long lived and most important-
ly has a temperament that can’t be 
bettered by any other breed. 

The Gypsy Cob Society was set up 
in 2001 and officially recognized 
by DEFRA (Department for Envi-
ronment, Food and Rural Affairs) 
In 2003 the breed had no written 
bloodlines, this is not to say the 
bloodlines were not known, as any 
gypsy would be able to tell you at 
least 4 or 5 generations of their 
breeding, but lack of penmanship 
meant it was never written down. 
I was asked to do this in 2001 and 
since that date we have over 8000 
horses registered. At this time I 
also established the official GYPSY 
COB BREED STANDARD as used 
by GHRA which at that time was 
known as GYPSY COB SOCIETY 
OF AMERICA. 

The word Cob is very important to 
the Gypsy, their coloured ponies 
have always been referred to as 
cobs, and we chose the word Gypsy 
Cob as the breed name one night 
in Sidney Harker’s sitting room. I 
suggested it thinking they might 
be offended, but far from it, it was 
thought as a great name for their 
breed, so the cob or gallower as it 
was also known was from then on 
called the Gypsy Cob.

Dales Pony

Grey Fell Pony

Grey Fell Mare &  
Foal

Black Fell Pony

Clydesdale

Shire

Welsh Cob
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The breed standard was written up 
after many discussions at the town 
hall with gypsies about their horses, 
these influential people some who 
are no longer with us, were Fred 
Walker, Walter Smith, Colin Dug-
dale, Sidney Harker (may they 
all RIP) Tom Price, Michael Vine 
(Senior and Junior) Jim Harbour, 
Clive Hussell, Hannibal Harker, and 
John Cooper.  It was with their help 
I was able to write a breed standard 
that depicts the breed as we see it 
today and hopefully guides those 
who wish to breed to produce what 
is required in a cob worthy enough 
to be called a gypsy cob...

A Beautiful Blue Eyed Gypsy 
Colt “Casanova” owned by Carol 

Smettem-Minson in England

Pride a Gypsy Stallion owned by Carol Smettem-Minson in England

January 1, 1914
World War I - over 8 million 
Horses died on all sides fighting 
in the war.  Two and a half million 
horses were treated in veterinary 
hospitals with about two million 
being sufficiently cured so they 
could return to duty.

September 1, 1939
World War II - horses were used 
by the nations for transportation 
of troops, artillery, material, and 
in mobile cavalry troops. Over the 
course of the war Germany and 
the Soviet Union employed more 
than six million horses.

Most British regular cavalry regi-
ments were mechanised between 
1928 and the outbreak of World 
War II. 
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General Appearance
The Gypsy Cob is powerful and 
compact with an overall impression 
of intelligence, kindness, strength 
and agility.  Proportioned and bal-
anced with medium to heavy bone 
and well muscled.  Mane and tail 
are thick and luxurious.  Abun-
dant feather drapes from the knee 
to ground.  A proper cob often 
displays a beard, moustache and 
forelock extending past the tip of 
its muzzle.  A Gypsy Cob is usually 
pinto in coloring, but any coat or 
eye colour is acceptable.

Head
Head expressive and proportioned 
to the body.  Ears should be well set 
and not to large, balanced to size.  
Eyes large, open and alert with good 
ocular bone and structure.  Jaws 
clearly defined, ample width be-
tween jaws, making adequate room 
for larynx and muscle attachments.  
Jaws larger and more muscled on 
stallions.  Nose straight profile and 
level bite.

Tidd

Neck, Withers & Shoulders
Neck balanced, generously muscled 
and arched.  Clean, open throat-
latch.  Neck ties in well at the 
shoulder. Shoulder deep, powerful 
and well sloped.  Withers medium 
height and well muscled. 

Body & Legs
Back supple, flexible, short and 
compact with ample muscle and 
longer underline.  Ribs well sprung 
and deep heart girth.  Hindquaters 
very generous, smooth, broad and 
rounded across the croup with long 
hip well coupled to powerful hocks.  
Legs set well under body with 
adequate space between front and 
hind legs.  Leg bone flat with strong 
tendons.  Good separation between 
tendon and bone.  Feather starts 
at the knees and hocks, running 
down front and back of legs and 
covering the hooves.  Joints must be 
solid with correctly sloped pasterns.  
Hooves must be well shaped with 
strong hoof walls and adequate frog.

 

The Lion King

Temprament & Movement
Overall appearance of a strong and 
willing partner that works harmoni-
ously with its handler.  Willing, con-
fidant and offering its best with little 
encouragement.  Sensible, steady 
and eager to please.  A steady for-
ward walk with impulsion.  Ground 
covering trot with a slight flick of 
feather at the point of extension.

The P. O. Stallion

But Judge my horse 
has a deep heart girth!

We not only work harmoniously  
our appearance is 

harmonious!

Intelligant, kind, strong and agile.
Yep, that’s ME!

I not only have impulsion, 
I’ve got rhythm!
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Breed Establishment
Highland Pony

Breed Establishment
Dale Ponies

Th e Highland Pony is a native breed of the Scottish Highlands 
and Islands. Th e height of a Highland pony is between 13 
hands to 14.2 hands. Use of this breed mainly by the Gypsies 
in the North of England.

Th e Dales pony is one of the United 
Kingdom’s native mountain and 
moorland pony breeds. Th ey are 
known for their strength, hardiness, 
stamina, courage, intelligence, and 
good disposition.

Breed Establishment
Fell Ponies

Fell ponies are native to the North of Eng-
land, and are mostly found in Cumbria, in 
the old counties of Cumberland and West-
morland, where they probably roamed from 
pre-historic times.

GHRA Judges Seminar Page 5
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Breed Establishment
Shire

Breed Establishment
Clydesdale

Welsh Cob Comparison

Th e Clydesdale is a breed of draught horse derived from the farm horses of Clydesdale, Scotland and named af-
ter that region. Although originally one of the smaller breeds of draught horses, it is now a tall breed. Th e history 
of the breed dates back from the middle of the 18th century.

Shire horses are large draught horses that 
were commonly used for farm work during 
the 18th century. In the modern era, Shire 
horses are mostly used for general leisure 
riding and for showing, although they are 
still occasionally used in forestry work. 
Strong and powerful, Shire horses can stand 
over 18 hands high.

Don’t confuse 
the Gypsy Cob 
with the Welsh 
Cob. 
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Th e Gypsy Cob should have a long shoulder blade to which muscles eff ectively contract and so increase the ex-
tension and effi  ciency of the stride. A long forward stride contributes to stamina. Th e sloping shoulder also acts 
as a shock absorber, and the huge muscles prevent stiff ening and injury to the shoulder. Driving horses should all 
have a sloping shoulder but it must be remembered that some breeds of horse tend to have an upright shoulder 
for the type of work they may do, for example gaited horses and quarter horses.

A short shoulder blade contributes to a short choppy stride, which will increase the impact stress on the front 
legs, add steps needed to cover ground, and more chance of front end lameness.

 

Th e Chest
Th e chest should be wide with strong straight legs attached. Th e muscle should show an 
inverted V of the pectorals are important, this enables the gypsy cob to have a clear ‘swing’ 
through with his action. Th e chest should be well muscled and not fat, too fat will hasten 
fatigue, and will interfere with the front legs, forcing them to move to the side rather than di-
rectly underneath. A gypsy cob with poor chest muscles will tend to ‘plait’ its front legs when 
viewed from the front. Th e Gypsy Cob is one of the few breeds who require a thick chest, but 
don’t mistake that for fat. 

Th e Back or Topline
Th e topline of the Gypsy Cob is very distinct, and poor toplines are a real eye sore and easily spotted, oft en ac-
companied by poor rumps and shoulders.

Th e back should be moderately short to medium length, never long. It should have (when mature) the rain drop 
groove typically seen running down the centre of the back and over the rump, called this clearly as the rain runs 
down the centre of the back and off  the bottom and not down the sides of the horse, this also shows good ‘spring 
of rib’ important for heart and lung capacity. 

              very good                                                  very good                                            very good                                               good                                         bad

      very bad                            very poor                                            very good

                    very poor             very good                                               very bad                                             very good                                      good

I am oft en asked where 
the point of shoulder is? 
Th is diagram clearly shows 
where it is and how we use 
it as a point of measurement 
when estimating the obligue 
angle of a sloping shoulder.  

   mature mare good chest

GHRA Judges Seminar Page 10
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Checking bites in the ring.

Head
Ugly heads are the most obvious fault. Th e face should not be roman nosed, it should be either fl at or with a 
slight dish. With good width between the eyes, the face should not be over long, nostrils must be large and wide. 
Teeth level. 

Ears should be medium length and not too thick used with an intelligent manner. A kind well mannered Gypsy 
Cob will use its ears as part of its expression and be interested in its surroundings. Large, common ears are a 
fault.

Eyes should be almond and kind looking, not round, and should be medium size, small piggy eyes are a fault 
and also poor shape are a fault. BLUE eyes are acceptable and part of the breed’s makeup and should NEVER 
be faulted. Never call a Gypsy Cob wall-eyed. A kind eye is very easy to spot, likewise a dull unintelligient one. 
Gypsy Cobs are inquisitive and friendly by nature and this should be refl ected in their expression. Ideally I like 
to see the ‘chiselling eff ect’ under the eye and on the side of the face, chiselling gives a look of quality. I will point 
out this chiselling on one of our horses presented.

Th e jaw bone should be rounded, and plenty of width between jaw bones, you should 
be able to fi t the fl at of your hand between the left  and right jaw bone, ideally the jaw 
should be a good half circle. Narrow jaw means there is not enough room for teeth to 
develop. ALWAYS check the bite on adult horses, don’t take the owners word that it is 
correct. 

Gypsy Cobs tend to have a fl oppy bottom lip, this is not a fault and a chacteristic of the 
breed.

        very poor                                 poor                                   average                              good                          very good head                  very good  poor 

        good                                terrible                           terrible                                    very good                    very good head                                                 eye too small

        good eye                                       good shape, not big enough           good shape, not big enough             wrong shape, too small

GHRA Judges Seminar Page 8
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Th e mane can be on both sides of the neck, but it must be thick and silky, not 
coarse or curly or thin and fi ne. Th e forelock should be profuse and exhibitors 
should be encouraged to show the forelock au natural! Not plaited, not tucked 
under the bridle and DEFINITLY NOT PULLED, marks will be deducted for 
pulled or thin forelocks or manes, however it must be appreciated that foals 
will occasionally eat the mane and tail and don’t confuse this with a poor 
quality mane.

One point to remember when judging Heads, always ask the forelock to be 
moved to one side, in order to view the profi le. It can hide a multitude if sins.

Bone
We oft en describe the Gypsy Cob as having ‘fl at bone’ what is this and why is it 
needed? Flat bone does not alter the way a horse moves, it has no eff ect on the 
action but it required for strength and reducing injuries. Round bone will cause 
injury and weakness. Th is breed is required to do a lot of road work on hard 
ground, the fl at bone is required for this continues pounding on the roads hard 
surface. What is it and what does it look like?

Th e fl at bone is found on the bone below the knee and above the fetlock. You should be able to see it easily but 
sometimes with heavy feathered legs it may be necessary to feel for it. Round bone would be heavily penalised. 
What does it mean when I see an advert for a stallion with 10.5” of bone? Th is is Not the length of bone, but the 
measurement below the knee and around the cannon bone. It is generally thought the more bone the stronger 
the leg. 

Necks
Th e longest part of a Gypsy Cob is from the ear set to withers. If the wither to tail set is longer, YOU HAVE A 
MAJOR FAULT.  A long back, commonly known in the business as a ‘family back’, is because you can fi t the 
whole family on it!

Necks should be well muscled, medium length, never short and stuff y, never long and lean, strong to carry heavy 
harness, stallions should have a visable crest. Th e neck should be well placed onto the shoulders and with-
ers without coarseness, the neck should be attached to the jaw with a slight concave eff ect. Th ere should be a 
smoothness to the neck the outline showing no lumps, bumbs, weakness or lack of strength. Th e neck must be 
well muscled and not just fat.

Shoulders
Shoulders may be the most important single part of the conformation of the Gypsy Cob. It is a horse used pri-
marily for driving (although it can do every other discipline ask of him) and so therefore correct front movement 
is vital to its health and ability to do the job. Th e shoulders should be well sloping, imagine where a big heavy 
driving collar will sit. 

 Bad                                very bad                         average                      very good                                          good

correct bone

GHRA Judges Seminar Page 9
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Th e back should be muscled and the spine well covered. Th e Gypsy Cob is an ‘armchair’ ride when bareback. 
Th e back should look strong and have a smooth outline gently sloping over the croup to the tail. Long backs are 
unsightly, a fault and should be penalised, we do not want a ‘family’ back, not matter how economical!

Th e Croup/Rump and Tail set
Th e rump is quite a major part of the Gypsy Cob, my best mare goes by the name of Ma-
tron, her big bottom resembles my old school matron who I can see bending down to this 
day! What a site... 

Th e rump should be evenly rounded, and well covered, with muscle, if you can stick your 
fi nger in the muscle easily then it is fat and not muscle and needs more work. 

Th e tail set is important, we don’t want low set tails or ones that God forgot and stuck on at the top as an aft er-
thought, everything from the neck, wither and back should lead nicely into the rump and the tail. Too much 
slope in the rump, raft er hips, lack of roundness and strength are faults. 

Why do we insist on a big bum??
Th e Gypsy Cob was established to pull Living wagons around the English countryside, up hill and down dale. 
Th e breaching and so therefore the rump or backside was and is the braking system for these big heavy wagons 
as many did not have brakes. Th e Gypsy Cob will use his/her matronally bum to sit down into their breaching 
and take the weight of the Wagon literally on her bum. It has to be big and round to be able to do this without in-
jury and have the strength to maintain this position for a number of miles down hill. Th e Gypsy Cob’s matronally 
backside is part of the breed and must be insisted on.

Legs and feather
Legs should be strong with good bone density, fl at bone below the knee and having a ‘leg in each corner’ appear-
ance.

Knees and hocks are thick and strong with plenty of bone, feet should be strong with good horn and well shaped. 
Common leg faults in Cobs are lack of pastern, draft  set, cowhock, sickle hocked, and coon-footed. Check for 
feet trimmed to short or at improper angle.

Feather is the single most defi ning point of the Gypsy Cob, a Gypsy Cob MUST have feather, without it, it would 
not even be considered in the breed.

Th ere is only one correct type of feather and that is long and silky. Stallions must have feather starting from just 

            2 yr mare good back                                        poor back                         good back, bad rump                         bad back, good rump                2yr good back, bad tail set         

            very good  back                                                                   good back                                      very good back

GHRA Judges Seminar Page 11
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below the knee and must grow from the FRONT of the leg also, it is not good enough to just have feather behind 
the knee, it must be completely around the leg.

Mares can be allowed a little leniency, as long as the feather they have is correct.

Feather should not be curly or coarse, I have seen more faults in the type of feather on Gypsy Cobs exported 
than any other single fault. Is this because breeders do not know what correct feather should be like? Or are they 
just ignoring this important part of the breed for other breed points? It is imperative that breeders aim to breed 
for this particular breed point, without it, we don’t have a Gypsy Cob and the better quality the feather the more 
valuable the Gypsies see their horses.

Colour
As we know a Gypsy Cob can be any colour but the preferred colour tradition-
ally by the Gypsies themselves is black and white. Followed by black and then red 
and white. Any other colour would normally have been disregarded and culled 
out of their breeding program. It would have to be a very exceptional producing 
mare to keep if it was solid chestnut or any other colour. 

Stallions would never be considered for breeding unless they were black and 
white, this is because black and whites were what was sought aft er, so if they kept 
the most superb black or other coloured stallion the majority and percentage of 
black and white foals would decrease. Th erefore making them harder to sell. 

Over the years certain exporters  have sold horses of other colours, many adver-
tising them as rare, this is untrue, any old time Gypsy Cob breeder in 

                  good feather                                              what feather??                          very good feather                          very good feather                             no front of leg feather

         good feather                                                                   good feather                                                      good quantity feather, but curly

              good feather                                                    good feather on young colt                                       good feather

             very good feather
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the Uk will tell you that these ‘unusual’  ‘rare’ ‘diff erent’  ‘hard to fi nd’  ‘one in a 
million’ colours would of been what they would cull and disregard. But export-
ers jumped on the band wagon and once a good price was sought for an unusual 
colour (or culled out of the herd) then the Gypsies being dealers at the end of day 
suddenly found they had a market for their unwanted horses. 

My only warning to enthusiasts of these other colours, is that over the years gen-
erations of these colours have been culled and never been bred to improve 
quality, no matter how good they may have been in type and conformation, 
their colour only dictated what would happen to them.

To be able to breed a more lets say ‘unusual’ colour Gypsy Cob takes a lot of 
hard work, and some good luck, purely because the colour was and still is 
to some degree frowned upon by old time breeders. To produce a diff erent 
colour without the evidence of the breeds that went into establishing the 
Gypsy Cob being prevalent, (particularly the welsh cob who dominants the 
palomino colour) is a very long process.  

Th e Gypsy’s themselves stay traditional and only breed other colours whilst there is a 
market for them. You can be sure at home in the fi elds of their best breeding stock to 
sell amongst themselves you will only see their very best which will be almost all black 
and white, visitors won’t get to see these fi elds, Gypsies are very clever, and will only 
show you what they want to show you, SO BE WARNED.

It is important to remember that these more ‘unusual’ colours have every right to be in 
the show ring and should be judged on equal terms as the traditional black and white. 
You should be careful not to let your eye wander just because it is a ‘pretty’ colour, it 
must have as much breed type and quality as any other colour.

If you have doubt how to judge these other colours, the simple answer is to imagine 
them as black and white, does their conformation and breed type still fi ll your ‘eye’? 

GHRA Judges Seminar Page 13
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A Blagdon is not a solid colored horse 

  Our registrar, Priscilla Cox  had requests to use 
the word Blagdon on our registration certificates. 
We have run this article before a few years ago, 
but it seems new people need this information. We 
keep seeing the word Blagdon used incorrectly 
and have even seen shows use the word for a 
solid color horse class! You will see that Blagdons 
are really sabinos. But here is the rub.  
  People have had their horses tested here in 
America for sabino and it has come up negative.  
  The GHRA was told many years ago (this infor-
mation was in an earlier article) when we first 
started testing these horses through the University 
of Kentucky that the American Sabino test did not 
work on many of the Gypsy Horses. Apparently the 
Gypsy Horses’ version of Sabino carries different 
markers. So don’t be fooled by your color testing. 
There is no test for the Gypsy Horse version of 
sabino at this time. Hopefully in the future they will 
develop one specifically for our breed. 
   We interviewed breeders here and in the UK and 
asked them to send photos of their Blagdons or 
Blagdons they had pictures of. Here are the an-
swers as well as the photos they sent to accom-
pany their answers.  
  The question asked:  Is a Blagdon just a solid 
color horse with maybe a blaze and white socks? 
Should it have a belly splash or more than one 
belly splash? Should if have Roaning? 
From Black Forest:  That is always a confusion 
among people over here. A Blagdon is not a “black 

one”. A Blagdon is a sabino, it not only has to have 
the white feet, but splashes up the body and un-
even patterns with roaning involved. I see lots of 
people calling blacks with a few white socks 
“Blagdons”, and it always makes me cringe. 
  The new stallion “Flash” is marginally Blagdon, 
some gypsies wouldn’t even call him Blagdon as 
he doesn’t have that much roaning and body white. 
I think the general consensus (among gypsies) on 
him though is that he’s Blagdon, but minimally 
Blagdon. There are extremes of it, but it’s all the 
same gene, the sabino one, and it can make 
them  so light they are nearly white (proper Blag-
don), or nearly black with a bit of roaning and 
some body roaning and some body splashes. 
Here are some examples - 
Flash “the Blagdon” - About an inch less white on 
his body and this guy would have lost his “Blagdon 
card”. Some wouldn’t consider him a Blagdon at all 
overseas, even though he’s got 4 high whites and 
the white face, but 
the splashy up the 
legs and the body 
white gets him to 
where “most” 
would say he’s a 
Blagdon, just not a 
flashy Blagdon. By 
USA standards, 
he’s a minimally 
marked sabino. 

Lloyds—owned by the 
Vines “Proper Blagdon” 
all splashy and roan. 
By USA standards, this 
is maximum expressed 
sabino. 
  
 
 
 
 
Ivory—yearling filly—
definitely NOT a Blag-
don by anyone’s 
standards, as her 
whites are not 
splashy, and she has 
no body white. She is 
a black filly with white 
legs. Calling her a 
Blagdon in front of 
any Gypsy man will 
mark you as someone who doesn’t know much 
about these horses. 
  By USA standards, she is NOT sabino, she is 
black with white legs, same as she is with the 
Gypsies. 
 
 
 
Article continued below Flash (marginal Blagdon) 

Lloyds - Proper Blagdon 

Ivory - not a Blagdon 
(black mare in center) 

So you see, a solid is not a Blagdon! Not to 
any Gypsy and not here in America either. 

From Michael Vine: A true Blagdon has to be 
Blagdon all over, not just here and there. 
Here are some pictures of Lloyds our Blagdon 
stallion. He is a true Blagdon. 

A Blagdon is not a solid colored horse, continued 

From Loretta Rawlings: Blagdon always has 
splashes of white under the belly, around the 
barrel or up the insides of the legs, usually the 
back legs. The splashes can stretch all the 
way round the belly sometimes, or only be 
minimal up the insides of the back legs. 
 
A couple of pics are below… Hope this helps. 
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LICENSED JUDGES
(A) The word “Judge” in these rules applies throughout to Recognized Judges. 
(B)  Recognized Judges must be a Judge carded in the GCSA or a qualified Judge for a established state fair, county fair or 
breed show.
(C)  In order to be carded in the GCSA the judge must:  
 (1) Be carded in one other breed than the GCSA.
 (2) Pay the required fee, apply for a judge’s card and pass the test.
 (3) have judged at least one show or attended a judge’s clinic in the proceeding two years.

JUDGE’S REGULATIONS 
 (A) A judge shall not be exhibitor, rider, driver, steward or manager at any show at which he is officiating, 
whether or not the classes in which he officiates are conducted under GCSA rules.
 (B) No judge may officiate in any competition in which a family member is a steward or manager at a recog-
nized GCSA show.
 (C) No member of a judge’s family or any of his/her clients may compete as exhibitor, rider, driver, handler or 
owner of lessee in any division unless relationship is terminated 30 days prior to the competition.
 (D) No horse may be shown before a judge that has been sold by said Judge or by his employer within a period 
of three (3) months prior to the show.
 (E) No horse may show before a judge that has been trained by said judge within the period of three (3) months 
prior to the show.
 (F) No one may show before a judge who has received or has contracted to receive a remuneration for the sale, 
purchase or lease of any horse to or from, or for the account of such person within a period of one month prior to the show 
unless the sale or purchase has been made at public auction and the sales company is paid directly for the horses or ponies.
 (G) No one may show before a judge who boards, shows or trains any horse under said person’s ownership or 
lease, within a period of one month prior to the show. Stud fees and broodmare board excluded.
 (H) No one may show before a judge who remunerated said person for the board or training of any horse within 
a period of one month prior to the show.
 (I) No judge may be a house guest of a person who is exhibiting at the competition or whose family is exhibit-
ing at such competition.
 (J) No judge may discuss with an exhibitor the purchase, sale or lease of any horse during a competition at 
which he is judging.
 (K) A judge may not visit the horses’ stall area, or inspect or discuss any horse entered in the show before the 
judging, or shall a judge review the program until after the judging has been completed.  Prior to the judging each judge, 
however, shall be furnished with a schedule of events by the show management.
 (L) Failure of a judge to attend a show to which he is committed, to perform his/her duties, and to officiate in the 
classes to which he is assigned shall constitute cause for disciplinary action by the Board, except in cases of extreme emer-
gency. 

JUDGE’S RESPONSIBILITIES
(A)  Good judging depends upon a correct observance of the fine points and the selection of the best horses for the purpose 
described by conditions of the class. 
(B)  A judge serves three interests:  His own conscience, exhibitor and spectators.
(C)  He/She should make clear to the audience that the best horses win.
(D)  A judge is obligated to adjudicate each class in conformity with the rule and specifications of that class as they appear in 
the GCSA Rulebook. He/She is expected be proficient in his abilities and to possess a thorough knowledge of the rules of the 
GCSA.
(E)  The decisions of each judge constitute solely his/her individual preference and not a verdict by the GCSA.  
(F)  Judges decisions may not be protested.
(G)  No one shall approach a Judge with regard to a decision unless first obtaining permission from the Show Steward who 
shall arrange a meeting with the Judge at a proper time and place. The Steward must be present with the judge at all meet-
ings. 
(H)  No exhibitor has the right to inspect the Judge’s cards without the Judge’s permission.
(I)  A judge must order from the ring any unruly horse or one whose actions threaten to endanger other exhibitors or their 
entries.
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GENERAL SHOW RULES

A. Cross-entering: No cross-entering will be allowed between full blood and crossbred divisions at the same show, 
with the exception of group halter classes, or where otherwise specified in class description.
B. As a minimum requirement, all horses must be serviceable sound, in good condition and well groomed.
C. Any horse showing evidence of genetic weakness and unsoundness to be penalized.
D. Ring gate must be closed when entire class has entered the ring.
E. Gypsy Horses shall show with full mane, feather and tail, no thinning. (Exception: Braiding of mane and tail is 
optional in English, costume and tail braided and/or tied below tailbone in Driving Classes only).  Generous hair, 
heavy feather and often double manes (manes on both sides of the horse’s neck), are inherent characteristics of the 
Gypsy Horse breed, any horse that has been excessively clipped, chin and jaw hair removed, (no shorter than ½”), 
inside ear hair removed (no shorter than ½” ) may be penalized.
(1)A single braid behind the ear to create a bridle path is permissible but should not be prominent.  The braid 
should be braided to tuck under and be hidden by the remaining mane.  The single braid behind the ear should be 
no wider than 3 inches from poll along the neck at the base of the mane hair, a small braid is preferred.
(2) If a bridle path is used it should not exceed the length of the ear laid back along the neck of the horse.
(F) Clipping of horses coat for showing in winter to give the impression of a summer coat is permissible as long as 
no pink skin is visible under clipped portion of coat.
(G) Docked tails are not permissible.
(H) No braiding, clipping or alteration of feather is allowed other than trimming the bottom to neaten the appear-
ance and flow of feather.
(I) No ginger or other irritants, nicked tails, false tails or set-up tails allowed.
(J) The application of artificial hair in mane, feather or tail is prohibited.
(K) Changing the coat color of a Gypsy Horse is not permitted.
(L) Foals and Yearlings must be shown barefoot.
(M) 2-year-olds and older Gypsy Horses may be shown barefoot or with a light plate of uniform thickness and 
weight.
(N) No pads are permitted.  No built up feet, weighted shoes, grabs, caulks, or trailers.  The plate shall be of equal 
length in the branches from the toe back and shall not extend past the bulb of the heel.  In all classes the foot 
should be natural in appearance with the frog close to the ground.  The length of the toe must be proportional to 
the size of the animal.
(O) No farm, individual or animal names, logos or monograms may be displayed on exhibitors.
(P) Conduct designed to distract a horse or otherwise interfere with the showing of another exhibitor’s animal will 
not be tolerated by the show management.  Offenders will be asked to leave the show area.  If the offender is also 
an exhibitor, he or she will be excused from the ring and barred from personally showing during that show.  His 
or her horse however may compete.  The offense shall be reported to the GHRA office by the show management 
for review by the GHRA board.
(Q) For safety reasons an unruly horse must be excused from the ring by the judge, ring master, or steward.  An 
exhibitor cannot protest this action.
(R) Stallions shall be shown only by persons 18 years old and older.
(S) No entry may leave the ring after judging has begun without the permission of the judge or ring steward.
(T) Stallions are not allowed in Youth halter or performance classes.
(U) Equipment should fit horses properly and be appropriate for size horse and not pinch withers or kidneys

I would prefer even to fail with honor 
than win by cheating.

Sophocles
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INSPECTIONS CARRIED OUT BY THE GHRA
WHY YOU SHOULD PARTICIPATE...

by Carol Smettem-Minson

 When organizing a registry and stud book, it is the responsibility of the association to promote the breed in its 
full capacity, from that of being a top class breeding specimen to that of an all a round family horse and multi-talented 
equine that the Gypsy Horse is known for. 
 The breed is foreign to the United States and so therefore it is even more important that the registry is here to 
help its members and primarily those that intend to breed their Gypsy Horses fully understand the breed standard and 
all the intricate details attached with this.
 We can promote the many talents of the Gypsy Horse through showing, parades, trails, exhibitions, publica-
tions and so on, but the breed standard has to be fully understood by breeders in order to progress the breed as it 
rightly should be in the USA.
 The GHRA is striding forward to help its members fully understand what is required for the correct type of 
Gypsy Horse as found back in the UK, without exaggeration, or alteration to type regardless of each Horse’s subjective 
in life and purpose.
 I have written many articles on the breed standard as held by the GHRA and subsequently breed type. All these 
articles are held on file at GHRA and can be requested at any time; likewise I am available for any individual discus-
sions and explanations regarding either, and this to can be arranged through the main office at GHRA.
 On the understanding that most breeders now know what we are looking for in a good example of a Gypsy 
Horse, (the Registry has been in operation now for over 10 years), it is reasonable to think that breeders now have a 
good basic understanding of the typical Gypsy Horse and that their barns contain quality mares and stallions who can 
be trusted to breed true and correct into the future therefore keeping the future of the breed in good hands.
 With this in mind, the registry has decided to introduce the inspection process, which will be voluntary. 
Inspection participation is the decision of each and every breeder out there who is a member of GHRA or is about to 
become a member. It should be taken very seriously and should be the ultimate goal of every serious breeder to have 
their breeding stock inspected as to their potential to breed quality and consistency. It is certainly nothing to be avoid-
ing, and those breeders who choose not to get their horses inspected have to ask themselves why? It is a simple process, 
at present carried out by myself and one other GHRA judge who is consider knowledgeable enough of the breed to 
take on this responsibility with me. In having your horse inspected you are doing a huge justice to calling yourself a 
breeder of Gypsy Horses and you can advertise on your website/publications/stud cards that your gypsy horse has been 
inspected by GHRA and scored such and such result, a huge plus point when advertising. Unlike in Europe where the 
inspection scores are available on line for everyone to see, the GHRA inspection results will remain the ownership of 
the registry and equine owner alone and only published by the owner if they wish. 
 I think most of you know me well enough now to know that I take no prisoners, and I judge every cob on its 
individual quality, I am not interested in its colour, who is leading it, or in fact who owns it, all I am concerned about is 
helping the breed and its owners have the best Cobs in the USA. 
 The inspection process involves me going over your Gypsy Cob much like in a show, but in much more of a dis-
section, taking every part of the breed standard and breaking down into points and scores, every little detail is checked, 
eventually ending up with an overall total... The score sheet will be very concise and will have comments and notifica-
tions written on by myself of anything I think can be addressed by the owner. Afterwards time permitting, I am open 
to any questions or explanations, I am a great believer that owners should be given the time to talk to me if desired and 
any points discussed... A judge and an Inspector of the breed need’s to fully understand the breed and be able to explain 
their reasons. Without this, it’s not helping breeders fully understand certain points.  This is the way forward for the 
breed in my opinion and any breeder who considers themselves knowledgeable about the breed should consider the 
consequences of not getting their horses inspected against those that have. 
 Rather like a breeder of canines who say for example, one has the dogs eyes tested or the hips x rayed 
to see if they are good enough to reproduce, and so future prospective puppy owners would rather spend 
their money on health tested parents, then those that are not, and likewise, future purchasers of your gypsy 
horse foals are surely going to go where their parents have been inspected and scored with a good outcome, 
rather than a breeder who has not and with that all the questions as to why not, which apart from frightened 
to know the truth or commonly known as ‘Stable blind’ remains the breeder’s decision, for now.....
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The Gypsy Horse Registry of America, Inc.
PO BOX 1861

La Porte, TX  77571
ghra@swbell.net

281.471.4472
ghra@swbell.net


